Bucharest International Jazz Competition begins
So, you think you can jazz?

Between the 17 and 24 May, Bucharest will vibrate on jazz rythms in a unique and effervescent note, reuniting bands from USA, Germany, UK, Italy, Poland, Finland, Israel, Colombia, Hungary, Mexico, and Romania. Bucharest International Jazz Competition, which takes place as part of EUROPAfest, brings together memorable meetings with musicians from all around the world, and a novel combination of concerts, jam sessions, caffe festivals, creations, inovations, emotions, thrilled audiences and special atmospheres on the stages in Excelsior Theatre, Odeon Theatre, and Ibis Caffe. Through 8 editions, Bucharest International Jazz Competition has gained the reputation as the important international jazz contest in the region, and was ranked by BBC as one of the top 3 jazz contests in Europe.

for more information and photos

AGENDA

19:00 | Excelsior Theatre | 17-21.05.2014

17 May
KASSIOPEIA - Germany
TRAMONTO - Mexico
CAFÉARIA - Italy

18 May
MALIN KOJOLA & JOHAN EMET - Finland
IMPULSE DUET - Italy
MAG BALAY QUARTET - Poland

19 May
JUST 4 FRIENDS - Romania
CYPRESS - USA, Israel

20 May
ISMAEL CIRCUS - Italy
THE ADAM GREEN CONTINUUM - UK

21 May
FABIO GIACHINO TRIO - Italy
THE WINDWALKERS - Germany, Colombia, Hungary, Cyprus

Tickets can be bought from Excelsior Theatre and from www.bilet.ro. Price: 32,40 lei. Students have free entrance based on the number of the available places.

20:00 | Ibis Caffe | 17, 21, 22, 23.05.2014

For the unconventional location, Ibis Caffe offers a special package. For only 39 lei* you can enjoy a novel concert + a drink of your choice from wine, beer, coffee, tea, soft drinks, or water. For groups over 5 people, the ticket is 35 lei per person. Students can buy the same offer for 30 lei.

19:00 | Odeon Theatre | 24.05.2014 – Concert Gala
Tickets can be purchased from Odeon Theatre. Price 31,80 lei/ 15,90 lei.

For additional information and photos:
jmEvents.ro | office@jmevents.ro | 0720.31.61.62
Facebook EUROPAfest: www.facebook.com/EUROPAfest.Bucharest